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It’s Just a Misunderstanding; He Didn’t Know That Gaol Meant Jail

Lord Jeffrey Archer, best selling novelist, member of the House of Lords, and convicted felon, still can’t seem to get it. In my last column, I reported that Archer met with his publisher, Macmillan, in violation of prison rules which prohibit inmates from conducting business while incarcerated. Now the New York Times reports that his lordship has been moved from an “open prison,” which permitted him brief home visits. Instead of staying in his house, as required, Archer attended a party in another county. Obviously struggling with the concept of rehabilitation, the famous author has been moved to a more traditional prison with bars and no home visits.

Coming Soon: My Memoir, Featuring Favorite Airports and Holiday Inn Bars

According to a recent survey, 81% of Americans think they have a great idea for a book and hope to write one. Is this just hubris? Or are we a nation of potential authors, on such a scale that no other society comes even close? Jason Epstein, author of 14 books, former editor and now teacher at Northwestern University, offers his views in a New York Times op-ed piece. This desire to write, the belief that one can and should record thoughts and experiences on the printed page, is an attempt to avoid the “oblivion” that awaits all of us. But, says Epstein, we should resist the impulse. Of the 80,000 new books published each year, the overwhelming majority attain their own form of oblivion. The last thing we need is more unwanted, unsold, unread books. Writing is a lonely task that consigns one to “mental imprisonment.” Epstein blames the urge to write on the American notion of equality, that nearly everyone is creative in some way. Creativity has been overused in our culture that “even God must be embarrassed.”

Letters to the Editor quickly followed the Epstein piece, all of them critical. Outraged New Yorkers said that if we follow Epstein’s advice, no one would train for a marathon, no one would take a painting or pottery class, no one would try to cook the perfect dinner. Since most of our creative efforts are doomed to mediocrity, why even try to indulge the fantasy? Are we aspiring authors because we want to avoid oblivion, or perhaps instead we believe in the very American idea of the “pursuit of happiness?” Perhaps trying to write a novel or paint a masterpiece or win a race makes a lot of people happy. Except Epstein.

The Wall Street Journal’s Ulema Is Better Than The New Yorker’s Ulema

No continuously published magazine has been more influential, more literary, and more in-crowd than The New Yorker. It is still around since the 1920s because it has reinvented itself just in time, several times in its history, and its latest incarnation is piloted by David Remnick. He took the reins after Tina Brown left to create Talk, which was financed by Miramax and doomed from the start, a victim of the excesses of the 90s, a printed version of the dot com bubble. Brown arrived at The New Yorker just in time about ten years ago, as the magazine was bleeding subscribers and advertisers. It had become old, stultifying, predictable. Brown, amid much criticism, went well beyond a spruce up, introducing photographs, letters from readers, bylines, and new, hipper content. Dubbing down, some called her changes, and others lamented the shorter articles, the color pictures, and the coverage of popular culture. But the writing got better, the long serialized books from McPhee, Halberstam and others continued, and the magazine was suddenly compelling again.

Now Remnick’s New Yorker is under attack by the Wall Street Journal’s influential media critic, Tunku Varadarajan. Not only does he find it unreadable and boring (especially the columns written by Remnick), he also accuses the magazine of committing the unpardonable sin of reflecting a leftist political viewpoint. This of course is diametrically opposite the Journal’s rightist viewpoint. Horror of horrors! Imagine this, a magazine with a long tradition of political comment and higher brow, even literary pretensions, viewing the political landscape from the left of center. You would think it was published in Vermont. But Varadarajan goes even further, condemning the editors for promoting the politics of New York’s most notorious quasi-socialist neighborhood: As you read The New Yorker “you feel you are in the stifling embrace of a clerical clique, a kind of Upper West Side ulama, that reflects a prevailing, self-satisfied code.” If that doesn’t get you piquing the magazine, nothing will.

In case you forgot, an ulama is a “body of scholars trained in Muslim law,” according to the New York Post.

More New Yorker Gossip: The Gender Wars and Eurocentric Fiction

For unknown writers, getting your short story published in The New Yorker meant you had it made: book contracts awaited you, and the tight knit publishing community included you in book launch parties all over town. The gatekeeper who allowed or disallowed entrance to this literary world has been Bill Buford, Fiction Editor for the magazine during the past seven years. Buford has a reputation for high literary standards, but with a penchant for “guy stories” and the inclusion of popular writers like Stephen King. Critics, however, said that he was often slow to respond to agent submissions.

“Sending stuff to him was like sending it to outer space,” complained one prominent agent. Others charged that women were “unfairly neglected” when they compared the number of male to female authors in the pre-Buford days to the number published under Buford’s reign: 36 men to 15 women in 2001, compared to 26 to 23 in 1993. Speaking to the New York Times, Buford declares he’s not “hypnotized by the nape voice,” only endeavoring to publish the best submissions.

Now Buford is moving on to do more writing on his own, both for the magazine and book publishers. Recently he wrote a fascinating New Yorker portrayal of celebrity chef Mario Batali, which will be expanded into a Random House book. Replacing Buford is his long time assistant, Deborah Treisman, who is relatively unknown outside local literary circles. Buford claims she’s virtually run the fiction department for the last year, and she promises to publish more new writers, especially those from Japan, China and Eastern Europe. She disputes the criticism that Buford published too many men, saying that fewer women send submissions.

The New Yorker has such an enormous influence on literary fashions and trends, as well as a genuine tradition for discovering new and interesting writers, that the appointment of Treisman is sure to bring us more edgy, more varied and innovative short stories. And hopefully more female voices. We can read Stephen King anywhere.

The Guy Just Can’t Catch a Break

First it was the fatwa, and now he has to remove his shoes at airports all over the country. Book touring Salman Rushdie has been subjected to rather harsh security checks at airports, but it turns out not to be because of racial profiling. As he hops from city to city, his one-way tickets are setting off the security alarms.

See What Happens When You Don’t Support Our War on Iraq

Germans’ suffering economy has also affected the book trade. Overall, sales of German books are down 4% this year. The biggest drop is in self-help books. And they accuse us of being smug.

Gun Prof Shoots Himself In The Foot

We are a gun toting culture. Second Amendment fundamentalists have long supported their views by citing the fact that from our earliest colonial days, virtually all Americans were armed and dangerous, a virtual army ready to rush from their homes to defend their wives and kids against (you pick it) Indians, rebels, criminals and commies. But a landmark book by a respected historian, Michael Bellesiles, proved that early Americans were far more likely to have no guns, or at best, broken and useless guns. In Arming America: The Origins of a National Gun Culture, Bellesiles asserted that the early American gun culture is a myth. Using probate records, court documents...
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If Stephen King Sells Poorly, Fire the Editor by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)

In a move that stunned the publishing world, Ann Godoff—president, publisher and ed-in-chief of Random House Trade Group—was given the boot. "The industry is in total shock," said Suzanne Gluck of William Morris. Peter Olson, CEO of Random House says she was falling short of profit targets. "There's no contradiction between literary quality and financial results."


Losing Other Peoples' Money by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)

Industry Standard, the "Newsmagazine of the Internet Economy" made $200 million in the fat year of 1999 but still failed spectacularly. IDG, owner of MacWorld, InfoWorld and the "Dummies" yellow paperbacks series launched a trade magazine about the Internet business in 1997. They hired John Battelle, first managing editor of Wired and a cast of supporting hipsters who predictably clashed with the conservative Boston-based IDG managers. Tens of millions got squandered, and Battelle seemed most interested in an IPO and the big money that could be made from rapping up the stock in those frenzied times. But the real end came with the crash of the Internet economy in 2000 and the mass flight of advertisers.


The Synergy That Wasn't by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel)

In Jan. 2000, CEO Gerald Levin sold Time Warner to AOL in a monster-hyped quest for synergy. At the time he said he sold because he couldn't figure out how to harness the Internet. Then he was put in charge of it all. No one noticed the irony. And of course it's been a total disaster. Among other non-synergistic aspects, its high speed Internet access strips money out of Warner Bros. music because customers download music for free. And Time Warner execs loathe the techies and spend their time on corporate jets and in limos heading to the Four Seasons. Now the investment bankers will get paid huge fees a second time to tear it all apart.


Talk of the Trade from page 80

ments and masses of other primary sources, Belleslives showed that few Americans, even on the frontier, had working guns. The book was hailed for its originality and its importance to the anti-gun movement, and in 2001 Belleslives was given Columbia University's prestigious Bancroft Prize for historical writing.

There were only two problems with Belleslives' argument: one was that it made no sense, it was counterintuitive, and two, his research was, to be kind, flawed. The first problem, the absurdity of believing that few Americans owned guns, even though they were vulnerable to Indian attacks and killed game for a large part of their diet, propelled a number of scholars to try to replicate Belleslives' research. It emerged that the San Francisco probate records that Belleslives quoted were all destroyed in the 1906 earthquake. Primary sources in Vermont and Rhode Island did not match Belleslives' charts, and when he set up a Website to confront his critics, the facts he mounted on the site did not check out either. Emory University, Belleslives' employer, set up a blue ribbon panel of historians to decide the award winning professor's fate. The committee reported that "it is almost impossible to tell where Belleslives got his information...and he is guilty of unprofessional and misleading work." Belleslives is still defiant, but has resigned from Emory. It is unclear whether he will return the Bancroft Prize, or if Columbia will demand its return. One thing seems certain: early Americans used guns to hunt and protect themselves, and had they not, they would have been as foolish as those who awarded the Bancroft Prize to Belleslives.